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EXPERIMENT

ABSTRACT

As shown on figure 1, the airfoil, which
has both span and chord equal to 50.8 cm, is
mounted at fixed angle of attack between 2
vertical siaawalls In the test section of the
MIT Wright Brothers Memorial Wind Tunnel.
Although air speeds of l to 90 mps are
available, most of the data reported here were
taken at 20 mps, corresponding to a Reynolds
number based on airfoil chord of 700,000. For
these tests the elliptic cylinder (semi-axes of
0.136 and 0.061 chord) Is located at x/c-0.120,
y/c«-.190, as measured from the airfoil trailing
edge to the ellipse axis of rotation. This
distance is the same for all airfoil angles of
attack. The ellipse can be held steady with its
major axis either horizontal or vertical, or
rotated clockwise at up to 3300 rpm. At 20 mps,
this corresponds to a range of reduced
frequencies, k-uc^Ue, between 0 and 8.2.

^»Analysis ~>f experimental surface presure
distributions on'^ NACA 0012 airfoil has
revealed 'our flow statesi attached, separated,
borderline, and d.iamically separated. The
important parameters that determine the flow
state are Reynolds number, reduced frequency,
airfoil angle of attack, and surface condition
at the leading edge. Testing was done at
Re-700,000, .5<-fcOb,4, and 0<-alpha<-18
decrees, "or this flow the dynamically
separated state takes the form of an alternation
between attached and separated flow. It has a
period that ranges from 1 to 10 times that of
the unsteady oerturbation.
In the separated
state a ^onvected sur'ace nressure disturbance
was identified, and found to propagate
downstream fron a location near the leading edge
it a ohase speed of 1/1 to 1/2 that of the
'reestrean velocity. ^__.
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Airfoil pressures are measured at 77
locutions on the surface. The 19 taps along the
centerline of each surface between x/c».0 and
x/c-0.9R are the primary set, while additional
taps at spanwise locations z/c»+-3.125 and
+-0.250 are used to check two-dimensionality.
Each pressure tap is connected to a pressure
transducer via an individually tuned lOcra tube
and a Scanlvalve pressure scanner. The
frequency response of this syscea has been
calibrated as described in reference 1, giving
an estimated accuracy in amplitude of +-1X for
frequencies < 50 Hz and +- 3X for 75Hz < f < 150Hz.

""'

The efficient design of all aerodynamic
devices depends on a fundamental understanding
of the surrounding flow field. A steady
uv.separated flow field can usually be accurately
modelled. If unsteady and/or separated boundary
layers are present, as is the case in the flow
around helicopter rotors and inside gas turbine
engines, the problem becomes much more
comoltcated.
The present experiment uses a rotating
elliptic cylinder to generate unsteady flow on a
NACA 1012 airfoil. The elliptic cylinder,
located behind and beneath the trailing edge of
the airfoil. Induces a periodic change In angle
of attack of attack at the trailing edge, as
well as a small Induced periodic flow curvature.
■""his apparatus has been used previously to study
unsteady airfoil pressures, boundary layers, and
wakes(1,2,3).
Analysis of airfoil surface
pressure distributions and boundary layer
velocity profiles suggests four flow states:
the attached state, the separated state, the
borderline state, and the dynamically separated
state, nifferent ranges of Reynolds number,
reduced 'requencv, and airfoil angle of attack
can be combined to produce any one of the four
flow states around the airfoil. The conditions
under which the airfoil Is In a given state
dl'fer dramatically from the conditions for the
steady state airfoil (normally stall Is at 16
degrees in a uniform field).

Data may be either recorded using an analog
FM tape recorder or digitized by an online
computer. The computer system, diagrammed in
figure 2, Is used to form the ensemble average
of the pressure coefficient, based upon 100 to
2048 ellipse rotation periods. These averages
are stored on disc and may later be Fourier
transformed to determine the amplitude and phase
lag at the fundamental frequency and at Its
harv.onics, along with the mean. Phase lag Is
defined so that a phase lag of 0 degrees Implies
that the minimum of the signal occurs when the
ellipse Is horizontal, while 180 degrees implies
a delay of the minimum until the ellipse axis is
vertical. Phase lags are estimated to be
accurate to +-3 degrees for frequencies less
than 100 Hz.
In addition to the three previously
mentioned independent variables (Re,k and
aloha).there Is one variable surface condition:
either a smooth leading edge with natural
boundary laver transition or a roughened leading
edge with artificial boundary layer transition.
The leading edge la roughened bv aoplvlng a thin
(?mm)Hne of * 130 erlt. The grit causes an
earlier boundary layer transition on the upper
surface, and often has a maior effect on the
separation behavior.

* Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
** Research Assistant
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surface pressure coefficients are almost
identical. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the
amplitude at the fundamental frequency for both

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

cases. As is true for the mean pressure
coefficient, the upper surface pressure
coefficients at the fundamental harmonic are
quite different, while the lower surface
coefficients are very similar. Although the
difference in mean pressure coefficient
(lower-upper surface) in the attached case is
generally much higher than that in the separated
case, the amplitude of the difference in the
unsteady pressure coefficient at the fundamental
frequency is generally higher for the separated
case.

THE BOUNDARY LAYER WITH NATURAL TRANSITION

The attached flow regime includes, at a
Reynolds number of 700,000, all of the studied
reduced frequencies(k <»6.4) up to an angle of
attack of 10 degrees.
In the above defined
range there are only three cases in which the
flow is not fully attached. The first is a
possible laminar separation bubble located just
downstream of the suction pressure peak. This
suall bubble extends over not more than 22 cf
the chord and does not appear to be greatly
affected by reduced frequency. Stratford's
method for laminar boundary layers predicts
separation for the airfoil alone at 10 degrees
to be at x/c-.03, while oil flow visualization
shows that the bubble starts at about x/c«.02,
and extends to x/c".04.
Stratford's method does
not predict the global separation of the
boundary layer, but the approximate location of
the start of the separation bubble. The second
case is a trailing edge separation zone which,
if present, extends over not more than the last
5 X of the chord. The third case, occurring at
an angle of attack of 10 degrees and a reduced
frequency of 6.A, is an example of the
borderline flow state, and will be discussed
below.

I
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As the angle of attack increases, the
reduced frequency for which the borderline case
exists decreases. Figure 6 shows a map of alpha
-vs- k for the different flow states at a
Reynolds number of 700,000.
The separated flow regime includes, for
alpha >■ 14 degrees, all unsteady cases, plus
the steady case of the vertical ellipse.
It
also includes the band from 10 degrees <- alpha
<- 14 degrees shown in Figure 6. The separation
is a leading edge separation caused by the
bursting of the leading edge separation bubble.
The separation zone includes all of the upper
surface, and even a small region ahead of the
stagnation point on the lower surface. The
pressures, although usually random in appearance
due to large aperiodic fluctuations, may in fact
have an even higher ensemble averaged amplitude
at the fundamental frequency than the pressures
in the att&ched flow. Figure 5 shows this for
the borderline state cases at alpha-10 degrees,
k-6.4.

The attached state also exists at higher
angles of attack, but the reduced frequency for
which it exists decreases as angle of attack
increases.
By alpha«14 degrees, the only
attached case is one in which the ellipse is in
the steady horizontal position.
For all
measured values of reduced frequency the upper
surface boundary layer is separated.
Figure 3
shows, for alpha»10 degrees, the mean pressure
coefficient versus distance for the measured
values of reduced frequency. As reduced
frequency is increased, there is not only an
overall Increase in the mean difference pressure
coefficient, but also a dramatic Increase in the
mean pressure coefficient at the leading edge
auction peak. Tals increase Is due to the
increase in mean circulation added by the
rotating ellipse. Once this peak obtains a
value of about -6.2, the corresponding adverse
pressure gradient ov« r the bubble has become too
large for the boundary layer to reattach, and so
the entire boundary layer separates.

Figure 7 shows a plot of the mean pressure
coefficients for the case alpha-15 degrees.
Unlike the mean pressure coefficient for the
attached flow (figure 3 ), the mean pressure
coefficient tor the separated flow does nut
steadily increase near the suction peak as
reduced frequency Increases. The mean pressure
coefficient over the entire upper surface
follows no obvious pattern as a function of
reduced frequency.
The dynamically separated regime Includes a
small band for alpha >- 10 degrees, k < .5.
This is an unsteady special case of the
borderline state. To locate ;his state for a
fixed alpha, k and Re
are varied until the
flow on the upper surface alternates between the
attached and tne separated states. The number
of ellipse periods spent In each state varies
considerably, but In general Is between 1 and
30. Thi flow on the lower surface reacts to the
flow on the upper surface with a phase
difference (either lead or lag) of approximately
IS deg or less. Figure 8 shows, for alpha-12.5
degrees, and Re«l,100,000, typical unaveraged
traces of tne upper and lower surface pressures
at x/c«.00S. Note the increased periodicity of
the attached flow compared to that cf the
separated flow. The separated flow may attempt
to reattach us the ellipse passes through the
horizontal position. Sometimes It suceeds,
while other times It does not.

The borderline regime studied includes a
small band of reduced frequencies at each angle
of attack between 10 and 14 degrees. A typical
example occurs at alpha • It) degrees, k» 6.4.
The upper surface boundary layer can remain
indefinitely attached until it Is upset by a
large enough random wind tunnel disturbance.
Once the boundary layer is disturbed, it will
separate, and will remain separated
Indefinitely. To get the flow to reattach, the
reduced frequency must be lowered to aoout
k>1.0. This type of hysteresis is typical of
separated flowa(4). Figure 4 shows a comparison
of the mean pressure distributions for both
k«6.4 cases. Although the upper surface
pressure coefficient has been totally changed by
the separation of me boundary layer, the lower
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type of separation on the airfoil. With a
smooth leading edge, the separation seems to be
a laminar leading edge separation caused by the
leading edge separation bubble bursting, but
with artificial roughness the flow has a
trailing edge separation that rapdily makes its
way to a station close to the leading edge. The
failure of the roughened leading edge boundary
layer to separate under the same conditions that
cause separation with a smooth leading edge
leads to the conclusion that the separation with
a smooth leading edge is a laminar bubble burst
and not a turbulent separation. Since the
boundary layer under the roughened leading edge
condition separates downstream of the suction
pressure peak, it is likely that the separation
originates at the trailing edge, and again is
not a turbulent leading edge separation.

THE EFFECT OF ARTIFICIAL TRANSITION
ON THE BOUNDARY LAYER

I
[
1

The effect of leading edge roughness on the
boundary layer Is quite significant. At angles
of attack for which the leading edge separation
bubble would naturally be present, the addition
of the grit causes an artificial transition
upstream of the separation bubble location.
This results in the bubble not forming, and thus
there is a net lncrease(by up to 10 %) in mean
lift when grit Is used. Figure 9 shows a
comparison, for alpha»10 degrees ,k-i.O of the
mean pressure coefficients for the smooth
surface and rough surface cases. Note that the
two cases are not at any one position
substantially different, but instead differ
slightly over the entire chord.

For the boundary layer that has undergone
transition artificially, dynamic separation is
still evident, but it is noticeably changed.
Without the trip, the boundary layer is either
fully separated or fully attached (excluding the
trailing edge separation zone and the leading
edge separation bubble). When the trip is used,
the boundary layer can at a given time be in any
one of the following three states: upper surface
fully attached, upper surface partially
attached/partially separated, or upper surface
fully separated. The flow may alternate between
all three conditions, of just the latter two
conditions, depending on the angle of attack,
reduced frequency, and Reynolds number. This
seems to indicate that the roughness changes the
nature of the dynamic separation from that
caused by a separation bubble alternately
reattaching or not reattaching to that caused by
a trailing edge separation zone that moves,in no
known order, between being near the trailing
edge, near the leading edge on the lower
surface, or a short distance downstream of the
leading edge (about x/c-.l for alpha»14
degrees,k»2.0).
Figure 13 shows typical
unaveraged pressure traces for dynamic
separation in the case with a roughened leading
edge at alpha-15 deg,Re-700,0OO,k-4.2. The flow
at the leading edge tap Is sometimes separated,
and sometimes attached. The unsteady component
of the attached flow no longer appears to be
more periodic than that In the separated flow.
The mean value of the pressure must also be
considered In the determination of the flow
state. This Is due to the large amount of
separated flow, downstream of the attached
leading edge, that influences the flow field
ahead of the separation point.

A second, rather dramatic, effect of the
added roughr. is Is to delay, in terms of alpha
and k, the separation of the upper surface
boundary layer. Figure 10 shows a plot of the
location In k - alpha space of the different
flow regimes with leading edge roughness
present. This plot is qualitatively similar to
that for the smooth surface case, figure 6,
although the flow state bandi, are offset to a
higher reduced frequency at each alpha.
The mean pressure coefficients at alpha»12
degrees for various values of reduced frequency
are shown in figure 11. The boundary layer at
low to moderate reduced frequencies (k<"3.2)
remains attached over the entire surface
(possibly excluding the trailing edge). As k
increases, the upper surface boundary layer
separates. A relatively small adjustment 1:. k
(from 4.0 to 3.2) will cause the boundary layer
to reattach. The hysteresis loop is much
smaller than that In the case of natural
transition. Figure 12 shows a plot similar to
figure 11, but for alpha-14 degrees. At this
angle of attack, the boundary layer is no longer
fully attached for the lowest measured value of
reduced frequency. The attached region is
reduced at k>1.0 to a narrow strip from the
leading edge to about x/c-.l. Based upon
figures 11 and 12, the behavior of the boundary
layer can be summarized as follows: as reduced
frequency is increased, the upper surface
boundary layer changes from being attached, to
being partially attached, to being fully
separated. This Is the pattern that was
observed during testing and also recorded on
tape.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

:

i
: I

[

By looking again at figure 11, It Is seen
that when the flow Is attached the mean pressure
coefficient follows the same trend as In the
smooth leading edge case:It steadily becomes
more negative at the suction peak as reduced
frequency Increases. The value of the mean
pressure coefficient at the suction peak that
can now be reached before separation has been
Increased to -7,0(versus -b.2). Once the flow
has separated, the mean pressure coefficient
does not steadily increase with Increasing k
(same behavior as for the smooth leading edge
case).

Figure 14 shows the phase lags at Che
fundamental frequency for alpha-10 degrees,
k"6.4 for both the attached and separated
states. The pressure distribution for the
attached boundary layer primarily exhibits a
standing wave behavior (nearly constant phase
lag) over the upper and lower surfaces, with the
exception of the leading and trailing edges. In
general for all the attache'' cases studied so
'ar. 1* nonconsttnt phase lags exist over
substantial portion* of the unper sur'acefnot
tust at the leading or trilling edge), the
source (■» the trailing edge (i.e. the phase lag

The artificial roughness also changes the
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Is at a minimum at the trailing edge). The
pressure distribution of the separated boundary
layer, although virtually unchanged on the lower
surface, now exhibits an added convected
behavior on the upper Gurface. Unlike the
attached state, the convected effect now appears
to originate at a location near the leading
edge.
Figure 15 siiows, for alpha»15 degrees, the
phase lag at the fundamental frequency for all
studied values of reduced freiuency. At low
reduced frequency (k<-.5) the pressure
disturbance originates near the leading edge and
moves downstream over the first 701 of the upper
surface. A disturbance originating at the
trailing edge propagates upstream over the last
in*, of the uoner surface. At moderate values of
reduced frequencv (1.0<-k<-2.0) the disturbance
originating at the trailing edge is no longer
nresent. The disturbance originating near the
l»adtr.g edge seems to nrooagate over the entire
upper surface. At high values of reduced
f
requ»ncv no-T.^ the disturbance originating
it the trailing »dg». reappears, and now
nrnnagates ov»r .innroxlmatelv 50t of the upper
surface. 'rhe disturbance originating near the
leading edge now propagates over less than 50?
of the upper surface. The middle region may be
referred to as an "Interference region" between
the disturbances traveling In opposite
directions. This region is also observed for
low values of reduced frequency, but not for
moderate values of reduced frequency.
A related effect was reported In reference
5. A NACA 0012 airfoil was held steady above
the stall angle, and the propagation of
Individual pressure disturbances was observed
using surface pressure transducers.
Disturbances propagated upstream on the pressure
surface, were reversed In phase by 180 degrees
at the stagnation point, and were then convected
downstream on the first 2/3 of the suction
surface at nearly the freestream velocity.
From the plots of phase lag of the
fundamental frequencv. an average value of the
phase "»locltv can be calculated by fitting a
least squares line through the data. Figure 1 *>
«hows tvnleal phase lag plots at alpha-14
(nofsos. y«?,0. 'or both th» natura' anil
artlf1dal transition cases. As can he seen In
figure l*> ,the us» o* thr boundarv lav»r trip
his little e"ect on phase velocity.
Although
the least squires line Is offset due to
different leading edge ef'ects, the slope for
the rough leading edge case is only 3Z lower
than that for the smooth leading edge case.
"1gur» 17 shows the variation of phase velocity
with reduced frequencv and angle of attack. It
Is anoaront from the 'igure that phase velocity
Is stronglv leoendent on reduced frequency,
while nnlv mildly dependent on angle of attack.
Within a band of *-5T of the freestream
velocity, the average ohase velocity mav be
approximated bv V/Ul - .11+.023k. The two cases
at k-2 that have a higher phase velocity are as
vet inexnlalned.
Returning to figure 5 (amplitude at
alpha-10 degrees, k«*>.4), one realties that the
upper surface amplitude for the separated state
can be divided Into two parts. The flrsc

component Increases smoothly with x and is only
slightly larger than the amplitude in attached
flow. This seems to indicate that this standing
wave like contribution is relatively independent
of the flov state. The second contribution is a
damped oscillation in x, and is related to the
convected behavior seen In the phase lag. Both
effects are seen on the same portions of the
airfoil, and both oscillate with similar periods
in x. On the lower surface, the amplitude of
the pressure coefficient at the fundamental
frequency Is basically the same for both states,
with the separated state having a slightly
higher value.
Figure 18 shows the amplitude at the
fundamental frequency for the same cases as in
figure 15 . At low reduced frequencies the
amplitude increases monotonically until the
interference region. After this region it
decreases rapidly. For moderate reduced
frequencies the amplitudes do not tend to
decrease, but rather fluctuate in x over the
entire upner surface. At high reduced
frequencies the oscillation amplitude peaks
quicklv, and 1s then damned. The damning is
increased as reduced frequency is increased.
The lower reduced frequency cases also exhibit
damping, but since the initial oscillation
amplitudes are not as great, the damping is not
as noticeable. The basic character of the lower
surface amplitude Is not affected by reduced
frequency, although the magnitudes change.
Figure 19 shows, for alpha»14 degrees,
k»6.4, the amplitudes at the fundamental
frequencv for both the natural transition case
and the artificial transition case. Without the
boundary l-iver trip, the Initial amplitude of
the dtstrubance Is much larger bv a 'actor of
1.5. but the damning ratio Is much higher, ft.I
versus 4.0. This results 1n the amplitudes
being verv similar In the vicinity of the
trailing edge. This trend seems typical of all
such cases studied so far.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Four flow states have been Identified to
exist around the NACA 0012 airfoil In this
unsteady flow field, The attached state always
exists for low(<10 deg rees) angles of attack.
The separated state al wavs exists for high(>l*>
degrees) angles of att ark. At intermediate
ang'es of attack, the flow state is highly
dependent on reduced f requencv. The use of a
boundarv laver trio at the leading edge changes
the range of aloha for which »ach flow state
exists.
The separated flow Is characterised bv a
small, negative and nearly constant mean
pressure coefficient on the upper surface. Part
of the pressure field Is in the form of a
convected disturbance which originates near the
leading edge of the airfoil, and moves
downstream at an average nhas» speed o* .»bout
one third to one half that of the freestream.
The phase speed Is not constant In x, as Is
apparent from the curvature in the phase plots.
The disturbance amplitude la also not constant,
as It oscillates In x. The amplitude Is quickly
amplified near the leading edge, and then slowly
lamped. The amplification and damping are
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highly reduced frequency dependent. Mere work
is needed to fully describe this behavior.

Oscillating Airfoils," AIAA Journal, vol.
Jan.
1976, pp57-63.

Dynamic separation is an unsteady state
that alternates between the attached and
separated states. With natural transition it
has only been observed at low (<.5) values of
reduced frequency. At moderate to high reduced
frequencies a quasi-stable borderline state
e-tlsts. The boundary layer can be either
senarated or attached, but it does not fluctuate
between one or the other -

5. St. Hilaire.A.O., Carta.F.O.,
Fink.M.R. and Jepson.W.D., "The Influence of
Sweep on the Aerodynamic Loading of an
Oscillating NACA 0012 Airfoil," NASA CR-3092,
May 1979.
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The use of a boundary layer trip
significantly alters the stall characteristics
of the airfoil. This is due to a change in the
nature of the separation from a laminar leading
edge separation(due to bubble burst), to a
turbulent trailing edge separation. This allows
the upper surface boundary layer to be not only
fully attached or fully separated, but also to
be partially attached.
When the boundary layer remains attached
for a short distance on the upper surface, as is
the case sometimes when the boundary layer trip
Is used, the disturbances are still amplified,
but not nearly as much. This change Is offset
hv a smaller damning ratio, so that near the
trailing edge the behavior becomes very similar.
The average velocitv of the disturbance Is
nearlv the same for both cases.
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Dynamic separation when the leading edge
boundary layer trip Is present Is of a different
form than that with no trip. The dynamic
separation can now exist at moderate reduced
frequencies as well as low reduced frequencies.
The flow has a preferred condition, and will
jump to the other conditions In an unpredictable
order, and stay there generally from 1 to 10
ellipse periods. This change from the behavior
of the case with natural transition is brought
about by a change In the form of separation from
one of a laminar bubble that alternately
attaches or remains separated, to that of a
quickly moving trailing edge separation point.

1) Test Section
2) NACA 0012 Airfoil
3) Rotating Elliptic Cylinder
4) Drive Motor (0-3300rpm)
5) 2-D Sidewalls
6) Pitot-Static Probe
Fig.
1 Schematic of the test section for
unsteady airfoil tests.
,
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